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Wisdom’s Corner
SRIJANITES Must Celebrate Short
Term Results Too
Yesterday, Vandana and Namita and I were
in a sub-group, trying to define SRIJAN’s
organization culture. Zachary had asked us
to choose three out of the eight attributes.
Enjoyment was one such but none of us
chose it. Purpose, caring, learning, results,
etc. seem to define our culture. In fact, no
one in the room of 15 senior most leaders of
SRIJAN picked enjoyment. Vandana then
said we work hard and produce results but
we are unhappy and we feel tension.
Why are we unhappy with just project
results? Why are we not happy with
forming certain number of SHGs at fast
pace under a project, when the donor is
happy about it? Why are we not happy with
establishing a value chain and forming a
farmer producer company, and leaving
it there?
We constantly strive to achieve our vision
and mission, to create a village where its
citizens live in dignity, where they could
fight for their rights and entitlements, to
help our target families earn an additional
50, 000 rupees and so on.
Suffering is core to human condition.
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Wisdom’s Corner
Craving is told to be the source of this
suffering, as per Buddha. Attachment to
results is source of our unhappiness.
One way out is to see results as a multi story
arrangement, with project results achieved
in short run as first story, accomplishing
our mission as second story, and realizing
vision as third story, etc.
Let us celebrate short term results. Let us
collect data on results and consolidate them
for each location team. Let us do it
themewise too, sift and filter and aggregate
data for horticulture, water, agriculture,
SHGs and federations, for the entire
organization. Once you do it, you will find
we have achieved a lot this year. And we
shall have every reason to celebrate!
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From Grassroots Desk
Recalling the purpose of LETTERS, “To Capture the true feelings and
lessons of SRIJANites, who are fighting the very odds to empower the
community to bring some real change in the grassroots”. We had several
feelings kept inside within the SRIJANites as most of them are working
in different challenging locations of India with rural communities,
having high aspirations and hope to maximise the use of individual skills
for the betterment of rural society.
Bingo!!! SRIJNANites are now expressing. There are many young
professionals, came up with their articles while editing this edition. They
came up with their reflections, their urge to write and urge to show to the
world, the work they are imparting leaving all their luxuries back to their
homes. They are different from what their friends are doing. They have
empathy deep inside the little corner of their heart for these rural society
and they have will to change the scenario.
This motivated LETTERS team to work more and to motivate all
colleagues to write their experiences. Though short but surely amazing
for the outer world. After listening several heartening responses from
number of people, we are even more motivated to bring out its second
edition in front of you.
Thank You for all your encouraging words.
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Social Enterprises as a
Livelihoods Promotion Strategy:

To Raise Sustainability Concern
for Development
Ved Arya
Raising incomes of the poor in a sustainable way is a goal, almost everyone would subscribe to, from government to NGOs to international
development institutions to social impact investors. Traditionally, the
grants were provided to engender rural livelihoods promotion among
backward communities.
Of late, approaches, that are largely grant or subsidy based, have come
under intense scrutiny, all over the world. And (for-profit) enterprises
managed by target community are being preferred as opposed to the
income generating projects managed by external agencies (NGOs or
governments). BRAC (Bangladesh), AMUL (India), and several other
examples are quoted to support the argument. Over the last decade,
SRIJAN and many other NGOs have promoted farmer producer organisations or producer companies that brought the community members as
shareholders. These producer companies have done business in the
commodities such as soybean, milk, minor forest produce such as
custard apple, poultry, goat rearing and so on. The annual turnover of
such companies can be as high as one million dollars or even more.
There is a huge experience that one can learn from.
The producer companies and those that have the interest of the poor
community at heart but adopt the business or entrepreneurial approach
to “do” development could alternately be called community based social
enterprises (CBSE).
What are Community Based Social Enterprises?
Community Based Social Enterprises (CBSE), as they are termed, have
the following features:
a. A large number of community members decide to come together for
a common goal. The members could be producers, collectors (of
forest products), members of self help groups, etc. etc. And the goal
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could be to process and market their produce, to trade their produce
in a commodity exchange, to buy their inputs in bulk, and so on.
Community members float a for profit company, they being its
equity shareholders.
Community members alone have shares, no one else, not even the
promoters that assist the community in floating this company. No
external agency or institution or even a financial institution can buy
the shares in this company.
A large cluster of members (now equity share holders) agree to
aggregate their produce in one place, in order to process or sell or
both; or agree to aggregate the demand for inputs for their livelihoods (fertilizer, animal feed, pesticides, vermin-compost, etc) and
buy it in bulk; and so on.
The governing board is elected democratically, hence, it is representative.
The business management team is, more often than not, hired, but
reports to governing board. The business management team sets up
systems and processes of collection, processing, marketing, recovery
of dues from the market, payment to producers, and so on.
Community members or leaders begin to learn the tricks of the
trade. In other words, there is a deliberate attempt to train them in
commercial skills (accounting, trading, negotiations, etc.)
Accounts are regularly audited.
Statutory obligations such as income tax payment, submission of
financial statements, reporting of changes in equity holdings are
adhered to.

Examples of CBSEs
Maitree Dairy Company has a membership of over 1800 and annual
turnover of over one million dollars. It has set up close to 50 milk collection centres (MCCs) to collect milk from its members and chill it in a
regional and central bulk chilling units (BCUs) and transport it to a far
~8~

Image description if required

off plant owned by a trader who in turn sells it to Mother Dairy in Delhi.
Soy Samriddhi Company has established a warehouse receipt model to
enhance the price that soy producers can get from the market by storing
their soy bags in a warehouse and taking a decision to sell at an appropriate time depending on the price trend. Ghummar producer company
has been set up to process custard apple collected by tribal women into
frozen pulp (sold to ice cream manufacturers in cities like Ahmedabad)
and thereby gain margins from the longer shelf life.
The incomes of milk producers have risen by Rs. 15,000 to Rs. 25,000
(USD 250 to 400), of soy producers by upto USD 200, and of custard
apple collector tribal women by Rs. 500 to Rs. 3000 (USD 8 to 50).
Comparing two models of CBSEs
There are two models of Community Based Social Enterprises (CBSE)
1. Build the enterprise not necessary mobilise community
2. Build the enterprise on the foundation of social mobilization of the
community
Examples of the former are many producer companies in India, and of
the latter are the companies that are built on the membership of the
SHGs/federations1.
Producer companies are not uniformly successful, and in fact, only
about 100 are supposed to be doing well (out of the 2000 or so promoted
by NABARD – a national bank for agriculture development in India).
Issues that CBSEs might face
The reasons are not far to seek: (i) lack of ownership of the community;
Recently, Indian government passed a law that such cooperatives could be registered as for profit companies, under
Indian Company Act, thereby taking the control away from the government, auditors in particular. It allowed the
communities and promoting institutions such as NGOs, to promote a new organization that would be away from the
politicians’ influence. More than 2000 producer companies have been promoted in India in the last five years or so.

1
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(ii) business model itself not being sound; (iii) inadequacy of capital;
(iv) lack of management experience among the community leadership;
and (v) the promoting institutions’ learning curve. It takes a long time to
establish a viable business and longer to establish one that is owned by a
collective. The reasons that producer companies face are to be kept in
mind while promoting CBSEs in new projects.
It is SRIJAN’s experience that where the business is built on the foundation of social mobilization, it is far more stable, viable and sustainable.

FPOs promoted by SRIJAN
Year

2005

2009

2011

2013

Name

Maitree Mahila Dairy
& Agriculture Producer
Company LTD. (MMDAPCL)

Samriddhi Mahila
Crop Producer
Company LTD. (SMCPCL)

Ghoomar
Producer
Company

COFE Producer
Comapny LTD.

State

Tonk,
Rajasthan

Bundi,
Rajasthan

Pali,
Rajasthan

Chhindwara,
Madhya Pradesh

Milk and
milk products

Soybean, soy products,
Agri-Inputs

6,000

12,000

3,500

2,500

922

2,310

410

10

9.405 Lakh

24 Lakh

17.53 Lakh

1.65 Lakh

2013-14
2014-15

25,632,633

5,621,000

392,000

500,000

47,483,962

21,800,000

1,847,000

1,000,000

2015-16

-

10,650,350

-

1,200,000

Type of business

Turnover
for last
3 years (Rs.)

Beneficiaries
Shareholders
Equity Capital
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Custardapple Organic fruits &
Processing Vegetables, NTFP

From an Engineer to a
Development Professional
Striking Moments

Nitesh Kumar

What made me to pursue my career as development professional? No
one generally does that. Well, I did. Down the memory lane, I have still
number of incidences fresh in my mind that convinces me. To be proud
to write in my Curriculum Vitae as Specialization: Development
Professional…not Civil Engineer.
I still remember, I was writing a letter to my host family during my three
days induction program in certain tribal village of Chhindwara, Madhya
Pradesh, requesting them to take care of number of things like Don't use
tobacco instead of toothpaste for their children, make them to go to school
on daily basis, letting them know about duplicate products sold in the
village wth fake names etc after the very first time, stayed in the Indian
village. At the end it wasn’t possible for me to give the Letter to the host
family. Don’t know why?
Really, I was very much touched when I find my host family making
Makka Roti and tamatar ki chatni especially for me even they find no
money to spend on themselves. They were just busy talking with me
after their work. The world with no mobile communication, use of Radio
for late night news, less electricity but terrific landscape, clear sky with
visible stars and superb hospitality. Truly amazed that still, it is found in
India after spending more than 20 years of my life in cities in India.
I clearly remember the night when I was hosted by a family in Simra
Khurd Village of Bundelkhand region, where SRIJAN is working since
last 10-12 years during my induction phase. There was little hut in the
middle of their agriculture field where more than five members used to
live. When I visited there for village stay, the female members need to
sleep outside and in the middle of night, rain came. Instead of coming
inside, they preferred to be outside having plastic sheet as their cover. It
certainly ruthless. I was feeling guilty.
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The power of being collective become more significant in my mind
when I visited to attend the Village Level Committee (VLC) meeting of
one of the village named Pathar in the same region of Bundelkhand,
where SRIJAN was implementing Tejaswini program for community
institution building in two blocks; Jatara and Palera. They have so much
empowered with savings and inter-loaning that they have started to
taken up social issues even like they have started enquiring with teachers
re-garding their attendances, less number of teachers in their schools
etc. It was my earlier thought that “Kya hoga inn 10-10 rupee ke bachat
se..they won’t be able to get what they required”. But having great exposure to number of villages and the great insights of the Self-Help Group
Program, I get to know the impact. Even during my eight week induction program, we, a group of three trainees, started to revive defunct
SHGs and imparting them the importance of community institution
with due knowledge.
While I was transferred to Newai, Rajasthan as SRIJAN was implementing Integrated Watershed Management Program (IWMP-12) and was
ready to tie up with Government of Rajasthan for new project i.e.
MGNREGS-NRLM-CFT project. Having three months long induction
program, I was quite motivated to contribute based on my skills as a
Civil Engineer with quality implementation on ground. The intensive
network of SHGs boosted my energy to be more participative with community. It led me not to worry the frozen cold or summer heat outside in
the field. The most memorable part was living in the village named Siras
itself for more than one and half year of my tenure in Newai. My rented
house nearby a hill with cozy mornings in winter, full cup of Adrak wali
chai from my elder brother from Village Babu Bhaiya, thoughtful walks
in the surrounding of the villages etc. fascinated me, the living of peaceful life out there. I wished, I could purchase that house for me. Even,
while addressing myself during SHG meetings, I always called my native
~12~
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village as that particular village Siras only, which bring smiles in the
faces of SHG women.
Working closely with the community having a strong base of community institutions, I really felt that there is only a need of a robust delivery of
Government services for the development of these rural people in the
villages. Although, Government is having huge investment in terms of
development works but the poor delivery which signifies less positive
attitude of government functionaries towards them, make things vulnerable. The livelihood of villagers revolve around agriculture, livestock,
fisher-ies, labour works and similar options. Providing necessary assets
with least intelligence is challenge to deliver like construction of cattle
sheds, Azolla Tanks, farm ponds etc. These are structures with least
intelligence to construct but the dense and complicated formalities with
Government delivery don't even pursued a single beneficiary to take
advantage in a proficient manner. Is it so hard to deliver? I believe, its
not. Its just, there is need of positive attitude of government functionaries towards their responsibilities as welfare in charge of the population.
SRIJAN being a partner MGNREGS project, we got opportunity to bring
transparency in sanctioning and start of works. Only little facilitation
like in terms of awareness, helping to get villager works sanctioned, help
them to issuance of muster roll and get their work started. We brought
extra support availing them all documents printed to them without any
cost, which cost them hell in the village if they get from PRI functionaries or any government officials even after making several trips. Is it so
hard to manage? I literally say “NO” because I didn’t find it.
The answer “NO” only validated if we have efficient human resource
even in the development sector, to pursue these small activities, not
intellective but of course more important for livelihood of poor people
~13~
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living in rural India. There is a need of efficient Manager, Engineer,
!
Doctor, Artist etc, and all professionals to take hand on these development activities truly based on need of these poor people. Don't know,
how much am I, but for sure, there is little empathy deep corner in my
heart keep letting me go and use my skill for the betterment of
rural society.
I am exploring new journey now. Now I am working with tribal families
in Pratapgarh district of Rajasthan. Even, I decided to come across my
fear for being involved in agriculture and horticulture thing. Actually, I
started enjoying it now and more eager to learn about. Reading articles
related and simplifying it for tribal women residing in the corner of the
world through regular trainings through illustrative modules. And I am
living it!!!
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Women Federation of India:
AAGAZ
Journey Begins

Astha Bahuguna
Image description if required

Remember the story of the thirsty crow, who found a pot of water with
very little water? Remember how he strategically planned to raise the
level of water? And he succeeded yes! Wow! We all grew up with
coming across these stories in storybooks, or most of ours Nani’s and
Dadi’s will narrate us such stories to motivate us to keep going and keep
working hard to exist in this world.
Growing up explained to us this ain’t this simple. Imagine the same
crow picking and dropping pebbles in the same pot and the water not
rising. The crow doesn’t realize that there could be a hole or holes in the
same pot and he will never reach the point where he could reach the
water and quench its thirst.
Now let’s relate this to our vision and mission. We wish to create models
of sustainable livelihood and empower 1 lakh families by 2020 by
increasing their annual family incomes by INR 50000. Proceeding on
this path, we realized that increasing incomes won’t empower the
families, we work with because there are a lot of holes in the pot and the
water aren’t rising and it won’t rise until and unless we mend
these holes.
Our country which was formulated out of the vision of equity and
equality failed immensely to maintain and caste, class and gender in
various forms kept exploiting the people. The women we work with,
face triple layers of discrimination- being tribal, being poor and being
women. With the vision to uplift these women and with them, their
families, SRIJAN started working in extremely rural and remote areas
in the most deprived states in India. We have marched a long way and
started with the formation of SHGs. The path was long but SRIJAN
went on to the formation of clusters and later federations. But were
these block or district level federations enough? Don’t our women
~15~

Federation meeting at Nana, Pali

deserve exposures and cross-learning platforms to transform their abilities into capabilities?
Can't women be such form of energy that when unites can create
revolutions not only locally but even more widely i.e. across the states
or nation?
With this hope, an event called AAGAZ, was organized in the month of
March 2017 where 500 women from different locations of SRIJAN
participated and we were able to recognize these holes. Our families
who were working hard for so many years have increased their
incomes, but has it not increased the expenditures at the same time? We
were hoping that we will empower these families because the income
that will be generated will be transformed to the levels of education in
the family and other positivities for upward mobility of the society but
what we realized that a lots and lots of money was expedite to alcohol,
girls children were still not studying and social ill practices like child
marriages were still exist.
We now know why the water is not rising, we now know why the crow
is still thirsty and we now know where the holes are that we need to
mend. With this purpose, a WFI (Women’s Federation of India) was
formulated. Today, the families we work with, are still unable to transform their incomes to expenses that can take them forward and put
them higher in the power hierarchy.
Do we even know, where is the money going? And what are the possible
holes that are not letting us reach the zenith of progress and prosperity?
When researched about it, it was seen that most of the rural men and
even young youth and children involved in drinking alcohol and on
~16~

The money that is saved in these SHGs flow in the
SHG in the form of loans at much lower interest
than the money lenders.

Most of our women can now sign, read, write
and ex-press themselves in various platforms.

average they consume alcohol worth Rs. 100 which amounts to
Rs. 36000 per year per person, which is a huge amount for these
poor people.
Imagine 36k being used to buying family assets or for the education of
their children. Do you still think these families would have been this
poor? And chuck poverty, the lower levels of education have kept them
so helpless for so many years and even now that the people who could
have taken advantage of these people in any form have shown
no mercy.
If we talk about girls, the level of education is even lower and not only
this, they are married off in such an age when they are not even in a
position to take responsibilities, their bodies are not built enough to
enjoy sex or bear babies and here the exploitation doesn’t end. Their
lower levels of education don’t let them plan a family according to their
own wish. They do not even know their rights to plan their own families, they have the right to their own bodies, they have a right to say no,
they have a right to decide how many babies they want (Of
course mutually).
I have seen women of my age bearing 3-4 children and the eldest being
of 6 or 7 years and this is something which makes me feel lucky about
where I was born. The women are so malnourished and the children
are even more malnourished because they are borne out of such week
bodies and immediately when the body is not even ready, the next child
comes and there is very low nutrition and food for both the kids at the
same time.
The people in these rural remote areas are exploited because of their
lower levels of knowledge when it comes to government policies. They
~17~

Girls are often deprived of education and have to take care of household work

Asha, one of our SHG women's from Arnod,
Pratapgarh is a class 12th student.
She is 18
and got married
at 16.
Image
description
if required

have no clue, if the government is accountable to them and if yes, then
to whom shall they go to ask about their rights and entitlements.
I would now diversify a bit, the topic and come back to this in the next
few paragraphs. We all have studied some basic science as students and
I assume most of us know that energy is a conserved quantity - it can
neither be created nor destroyed, it can only be transferred from one
body to the other. If we talk about mythology women have been given
the status of ‘Shakti’ but our society has structured itself such that the
space given to these ‘Shaktis’ to unite was so much narrow that this
energy accumulated for years and as energy is a conserved quantity it is
within them- looking for spaces to explode.
I hope, I am not over exaggerating but I do see The Women’s Federation
of India (WFI) as a platform where these energies can unite and voice
out their cries that were hidden under burdens of responsibility and
patriarchy. And now that such a platform has been initiated once, no
one wants that this is lost like just an event that happened. We hope to
carry this initiative forward not just with women who are associated
with us but also with organizations that work in the same domain
because if this is energy, this has to be transferred.
If there are holes, these holes will mend, and our women are the
resources with extreme energy- the energy that can change the world.
WFI with the core purpose of aligning to the vision and mission of
SRIJAN and other such organizations with a similar alignment will be
the platform to eradicate these negativities form our society and
become the face, so that, the voices of these women could be heard and
not lost in the hustle and bustle of the busy lives of people
who govern us.
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“हम चल रहे थे इस आशा से,
एक ससक्त समाज हम बनायेंगे,
आजीिवका के साधन बढ़ा कर,
आय हम बढ़ाएँ गे !!!
चलते चलते हमने देखा,
आय तो बढ़ रहा था,
लेिकन अब भी हमारी मिहला दख
ु ी थी,
ओर बिच्चयाँ नही ं पढ़ रही थी !!!
पैसा पानी की तरह,
शराबीयत में बह रहा था,
और दूर जं गलो ं के बीच वन ग्रामो ं में,
आज भी बाल िववाह हो रहा था !!!
क्या इसी उद्देश्य से, इसी आशा से,
काम हम कर रहे थे?
आमदनी के बढ़ते अक्षरो ं में,
िवकास कही ं देख रहे थे?
घनघोर दिु वधा में िघरे,
मूल उद्देश्य वो हमें याद आ रहा था,
कै से सामािजक मुद्दो ं से भी हम लड़ें?
यह ख़याल हमें खाए रहा था !!!
दिु वधा ने िफर िकया उजाले का रूख,
हमने िफर से देखा एक सपना,
कै से लेकर जाए आय को सही िदशा में,
बस अब यही था उद्देश्य अपना !!!
इस उद्देश्य को मन में िलए,
मिहलाओ ं की शांित को सम्मािहत करना है,
िवमेन फ़े डरेशन ऑफ इं िडया के माध्यम से,
सामािजक अिभशापो ं को िमटा कर आगे बढ़ना है !!!”
~18~

What We Dream:
Be a change-maker
A Candid Experience
to share

Vandita Sharma
Image description if required

I have never seen any personal hardship in my life as family use to take
care of all my needs and desire but there was certainly a hidden dream
deeply stored in my heart. I wanted to do something different from rest
of the others, so that, even I can get happiness in my life but being in a
large family, I was always somewhere in a comfort zone which I needed
to break upon.
Joining Rural Development Course in GBPSSI was something that my
family supported as it would let me to stay near them but for me, it was
a ray of hope to explore my dreams. During my college days, I came to
know about social sector more deeply and intensively as I learn theoretical as well practical aspects of it. This helped me to take decision that
after my MBA, I must work for well being of rural India in my capacity.
In our society, a lot of people believe that voluntary sector work is
something that is very different from their interests and passions but I
always want the career in the sector for which I have interest and passion. The next turning phase of my life was joining SRIJAN through
campus placement, although my family was very reluctant to send me
to rural India but somehow I got the courage to make their decision
affirmative. As I started working with SRIJAN, one key idea was to just
learn and engage with activities for better understanding of things. On
the very first day at SRIJAN, during orientation, I got satisfaction that I
am at the right place.
It started with two month regressive village stay in one of the most
deprived areas in Rajasthan where SRIJAN team was extensively working with Grasiya tribal women. The less landholdings, no job opportunity, migration, liquor, inadequate medical facilities, were some of the
hardships while list of challenges were huge. The determination of
SRIJAN team and dream of illiterate Community Leaders in Pali defi~20~

nitely made me to dream again which I had lost somewhere. Their aspiration made me realize that if they can dream inspite of facing such
challenges in life, why can’t I be a change maker for them. Being a rural
development student, I have knowledge about rural India but working
with SRIJAN gives me a real picture of rural India, their problems
and challenges.
SRIJAN provides me opportunities to interact with different communities, understand their cultures and traditions. The best part of this
village stay programme is that I spent most of my time with villagers
which give me opportunities to explore more about village community.
Each week, I got some small tasks which help me to enhance my knowledge about families, village and village level institutions. I have engaged
my-self with community in much deeper way because of that, I have
learnt so many things like community mobilization, their expectation,
caste dynamics of the village, cultural, political and social identity of
different communities in the village, importance of various assets in
their life etc.
Now I am currently at Nainwa location of Bundi district of Rajasthan
,where I got tremendous opportunity to learn various skills due to partnership with the government project and handling one cluster, comprising 3221 families. I groomed myself in various skills through learning by doing like liasioning with the banking institution, PRI members
and government official at the district and block level. The project was
in mission mode and had huge expectations. I worked with full of my
zeal to meet the expectation. Institution building, financial inclusion,
social inclusion, capacity building and monitoring and evaluation are
the key aspect in which I enriched myself. Talking to my achievements,
I mobilized the women, composed a cluster and also got it registered,
which is now running on their own left asides some technical assis~21~

tance, which is necessary to make it sustainable and self-reliant.
Almost, we had saturated most of the villages in our cluster in institution building and now, our plan is to integrate these SHGs women
through livelihood activities, which will provide stability to these
dynamic groups.
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Of Goats and Auxiliary
Livelihoods

A decent development through
small interventions
Nikita Joseph
Sumi Bai is shy and reluctant to pose for a photograph amongst the
numerous goats swarming her newly constructed goat shed. She asks a
man standing just outside the twig fence to stand away as I request her
to make her face just a little more visible behind her carefully
wrapped Ghunghat.
This was important as she represents a face for one of SRIJAN’s most
successful interventions in livelihood promotion through commercial
goat rearing. She is a member of Samli Bor SHG in Gordhanpura
village, Pali. Having started rearing goats since a decade with just
around three goats, she today owns 50 grown goats and 15 kids. What is
significant is not just the increase of her goat flock but the fact that this
has become a sustainable and viable commercial activity for her. She
had received 3 goats from her parents upon marriage and initially, she
would not even sell them although she stayed back at home for taking
care of them. Slowly as the flock size increased, she would sell 2-3 in a
year but it was more and more difficult to take care of them. There was
the problem of seasonal and recurrent illnesses and almost annual
death occurrence of at least 2 goats. Also, there was no external support
from a medical or financial point of view. The government veterinary
doctor was based at a faraway village and there were no visits.
In this scenario, her SHG’s assistance in this area proved to be significant. The SRIJAN Pashu Sakhi made her aware of many preventive and
curative measures for goat rearing that included conduct of regular
de-worming camps, regular check-ups and injection of medicine for
minor ailments and visits by the SRIJAN professionals in case of more
serious illnesses.
Three years ago, she was also a recipient of an MPOWER loan channelled through Samli Bor for setting up a goat shed. This provided
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partial financial assistance that helped set up a proper home for her by
now large flock. They were earlier housed in the constrained-filled
space that is her home’s veranda.
She herself built the shed after attending a SRIJAN training camp for its
construction and maintenance. The roof is made of locally available Bor
and Imli leaves. Just as the shed provides a shade and shelter for the
healthy upkeep of her goats, goat rearing has also gradually become a
dependable source of livelihood for her 9 member family including her
5 children and in-laws.She now sells an average of 7 goats a year and the
selling price has also increased from Rs. 2500/- to up to Rs. 7000/- on
average. This is due to the better health and meat ratio of each goat. But
there is still a need for cau-tiousness and further handholding in this
vocation as sudden deaths and unforeseen illnesses such as “Maatha”
could strike and take away the lives of many goats at a time. This had
happened to her last year. A new variety of breeding goat called “Biju
Bakri” (local name) has also been given to her and she has to give it
constant attention to ensure that it is fed and adjusted with the rest of
her goats.
Goat rearing is also still seen as a time consuming activity and other
villagers are reluctant to take it up full time. As for Sumi Bai, her aged
mother-in-law has taken the onus of taking both her’s and the flock of
3 other families for grazing from 9 am to 5 pm every day. She travels far
uphill among the dry jungles in the vicinity of Gobardhanpura. So far,
the family is positive about this state of affairs and are open to further
increasing the size of their flock. Livestock rearing training and support
from the SHG has helped Samli Bai supplement her household income
manifold and also set up a dependable income source that is, otherwise
not ensured by agriculture.
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Changing Perspective in
Different Scenario
Hoping to pursue

Souvik Dhar

Bringing a Change in the perspective which already exists from age old
is certainly a tough nut to crack. It becomes harder when we want that
for marginalized population. Years of exploitation, aloofness from
information and knowledge had certainly bonded their minds to
certain belief which limits their inherent skills. Thus, from these extents
of wary roads even to ignite their aspirations, needs lots of will, power
and energy.
Bringing it on Grassroots
“Bring Change in Women and the society will bind to change” …….
With this ethos in mind, SRI-JAN always believed that Women are the
key contributor in bringing change in the mindset of society. The
change can be in societal perspective initially but if they are empowered
in terms of skill and knowledge, it will have a ripple effect on enhancing
livelihoods leading to changing decision making dynamics in the
family. In Pali District of Rajasthan, SRIJAN has intensively worked
with Gharasiya tribal women by collectivizing them through Self Help
Groups. The years of toils in grassroots led the-se groups form a Community Institution of Federation with more than 3,000 tribal women
voicing their concerns against societal evils of child marriage, consumption of liquor, exploitation of natural flora and fauna and so on.
Aspiring to Change
Babli, Sagi and other 3,000 women tribal women didn’t stopped only
bringing social change but initiated an effort of custard apple processing in Pali. The Ghoomar Mahila Producer Company Limited efforts
helped tribal women from getting better price for the produce and
saved them from exploitation of middlemen. It generated work for
tribal women, initiated from collecting the fruits from forest to pulp
making and storage in chilling centers. It certainly brought a sense of
belief that even women can run business and earn for their family.
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Inspiring for Change
SRIJAN in partnership with ICCSPL has started its operation in Assam
where the main objective is to enhance the livelihoods of marginal and
smallholders through Convening and Convincing. Thus during the
sensitization workshop with Community Leaders from Goalpara, the
story of tribal women from Pali was shared. The story ignited a fresh
hope for the tribal women from Goalpara and at the end of it; one of the
leader reflected that “if our sisters from Pali can do it then why not we”
Setting a Future Course of Action
The community leaders didn’t stop here and sorted out turmeric processing as potential business opportunities’ to scale up in their locality.
They took individual responsibility of market assessment of the business, they have identified along with meeting with Agriculture
Research Institutes for technical support.
Change is certainly inevitable although it’s slow and Agents of Change
are more required to bring a shift of perspective that constraints our
thinking. So dynamics may vary from place to place but if we have
strong intent to bring, then certainly it will happen sooner or later.
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॥ नारी शिक्त ॥
कै लाश महतो

मिहलाओ ं मेंे ं है ताकत सारी !
िफर भला है क्यो ं मिहला बेचारी !!
जो करता है मिहलाओ ं का भेदभाव, अपमान !
तो समझो उसमे है मुखतर् ा िवराजमान !!
हर घर की सुन्दरता है मिहला !
उसने ही सृजन िकया मोह माया की दिु नया !!
हर प्राणी की है वह माता !
िफर भी उसे तुच्छ क्यो ं माना जाता !!
मिहलाओ ं का जो ताकत जाने !
करते हैं सम्मान यह बात सच्ची माने !!
सब बं धन है क्यू मिहलाओ ं पर !
उसमे भी तो हक़ है ओ नही है पराया धन !!
कभी क्सी की माँ तो कभी िकसी की बहु बनकर!
जताित्त है सहानभुित सभी के सुख दःु ख सहकर !!
रखती सारी अपनी िजम्मेदारी !
तभी मिहलाएं मानी जाती है आदशर् नारी !!
मिहला ही ताकत है जग की !
मिहला िबना अधुरा है सुन्दरता घर की !!
पुरुष सामान अिधकािरणी है मिहला !
उसमे भी हक़ है समान जीने की तमन्ना !!
होते है कु छ उनके भी सपने !
क्यू नही समझते है सबको अपने !!
मिहला को क्यूँ हैं यहाँ सताते !
क्यूँ पुरुष अपना बहुबल िदखाते !!
मिहला जब अड़ जाए अपने िजद पर !
अबला से माँ किल बन जाये !!
तब रुके गी उनपर अत्याचारी !
तभी तो होगी खुिशयाँ सारी !!

SRIJAN’s Vision
An Organization of Excellence
recognized as a resource agency for
developing and replicating unique
and innovative community owned
sustainable livelihoods models
leading to dignity for all.
SRIJAN’s Mission
To empower 100,000 rural poor
families by increasing their annual
income by Rs. 50,000 by 2020,
through SRIJAN’s unique livelihoods
cluster approach, and by enhancing
their capacity to demand and access
public resources they are entitled to.
SRIJAN has already reached 50,000
families as on June 1, 2017.
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